


JUDGMENT DAYBuilding A Championship Culture 

Victory Road and The Program have partnered up to bring our student athletes an experience that will become the 
core and foundation of  what it takes to become a great leader both on and off the field of  play and resonate with them 
for a lifetime. Judgment Day is the flagship service of  The Program and is a customized, two-day intensive leadership 
development and team building program that pushes athletes outside of  their mental and physical comfort zones and 
trains them to achieve success through improved leadership and coordinated team effort.  

Day 1 focuses on challenging an athlete’s tendency to rely on personal individuality and talent. This involves pushing each 
individual to the limits of  his or her capabilities in order to drive home the core message that talent is not sufficient to win 
the day. 

With this lesson fresh in their minds, on Day 2 athletes are presented with a new set of  challenges and given objectives that 
can only be accomplished through the exercise of  peer leadership and coordinated team effort. Through these exercises, 
the athletes are trained both to lead and follow, and to practice a team-before-self  mentality when facing adversity.

THE PROGRAM MISSION  Develop Better Leaders and More Cohesive Teams 

The Program was founded in 2008 with the goal of  providing professional, collegiate and high school athletic teams with 
the best leadership development and team building services in the country.

The Program believes in personal development, leadership development, and team building through shared adversity. 
Experience has shown that we only grow as individuals and as a team when we are outside of  our comfort zone.

While Judgment Day can often be intensely physical, The Program is not a strength and conditioning company. They do 
not seek to build bigger, faster, stronger, and more talented individuals - rather, they seek to build better leaders and more 
cohesive teams. Talent may win individual games, but good leadership and teamwork enables teams to compete at the 
highest level of  competition. 

The objective at The Program is to help athletes understand and internalize this reality, and in doing so take their 
leadership and teamwork skills to the championship level.    

“In 25 years of  coaching, The Program
is the best training I have ever seen.” “We are a stronger, tighter team today

because of  The Program...We are
winning championships and winning for life.” 

WHO THE PROGRAM WORKS WITH  
 OVER 200 TEAMS TRUST THE PROGRAM                                        

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

THE PROGRAM APPROACH The Experience Of Shared Adversity

 
The Program believes that while better leadership and team cohesion can be taught in the classroom, these skills can only 
be developed through the experience of  shared adversity. Athletes do not start becoming better leaders or teammates until 
they are pushed outside of  their comfort zones. It is precisely in such intensely challenging moments, when individual 
talent is not enough to carry the day, that the opportunity arises to learn, practice and ultimately internalize better 
leadership and teamwork skills.

The Program doesn’t just teach these skills, they develop them! Each exercise is intentionally designed to create an 
environment of  shared adversity. Mission success is dependent on athletes providing leadership to one another and working 
together towards a common objective. This experiential, hands-on approach achieves on-the-field results for teams that 
would simply be impossible in a classroom-only setting.

THE PROGRAM’S ETHOS  
          AND CORE PRINCIPLES 
ETHOS  
We are good team leaders and good teammates, and we prepare ourselves every day to fill either role. 

THREE CORE PRINCIPLES  

 • We are physically and mentally tough. 
 • We don’t make excuses and we don’t let others make excuses for us. 
 • We work hard! And at The Program, working hard means we do ONE MORE™!

“Working with The Program helped our team immeasurably this 
season and reinforced the culture we have been building at The 

University of  Tennessee. The Program helped our athletes and staff 
become more focused on mission accomplishment, building a warrior’s 

mindset, and holding each other accountable.”



THE PROGRAM TEAM
The team at The Program consists of  world-class former special operations  
warriors and elite athletes. Through The Program’s rigorous selection process  
and uncompromising standards, they have assembled the best group of  instructors  
possible to meet the demanding requirements of  the professional, collegiate and  
high school athletic teams they work with across the country. 

Each instructor and team member at The Program has the rigorous background, skills, and personal intensity necessary 
to work with elite athletes and help them improve their leadership and teamwork at the highest levels of  competition while 
effectively challenging the athletes to become better leaders and teammates on their respective fields of  battle.

The ONE MORETM Philosophy
At The Program, athletes are trained not merely to lead and work together as a team, but also to constantly improve in 
their ability to do so. The Program emphasizes the importance of  becoming “that much better” each and every day, and 
have adopted the company slogan ONE MORE™ to reinforce this message. In order to compete for championships, 
teams must not only embrace the values of  leadership and teamwork, but must also be committed to continually taking 
these skills to the next level

“Talent allows us to beat some teams, but our culture helps us  
to compete for championships. The Program helps reinforce  

our culture and it is why they will work with us every year that  
I am the Head Coach.”

About The Mission 
At this present day and age, there’s an incredible necessity and on-going demand for a new kind of  
leadership that raises a new bar, a bar that establishes new goals, communicates and shares new ideas, 
pushing you beyond boundaries while delivering effective results. Victory Road is designed to bring about  
the transformational change this world needs as you become the kind of  visionary leader this very moment  
in history demands.

About Victory Road 
The Victory Road Development Group is devoted to The Passion To Lead. We believe leadership empowers 
all possibilities, it empowers performance and it accelerates people. Success comes at the intersection of  ideas 
and experiences. So we set out to create a forum where great minds share great ideas, great experiences, and 
great knowledge because we understand that everything you want in life will collide with everything standing 
in your way. Life is the great gymnasium where we all come to make history.  So you simply have two 
choices…make history or be history. And that road to victory begins right here.

About The Summit  
The Victory Road High Performance Leadership Summit OAR 360 creates a unique platform that brings 
together three driving forces of  innovation to one single stage – Leadership Development, Overcoming 
Adversity and Performance Optimization. 

With Education and Elite Sports Performance at the forefront of  its mission, the Victory Road High 
Performance Leadership Summit brings together an extraordinary community of  talented, passionate, and 
highly motivated young men and women from high schools across the region and immerses them with the 
world’s most fascinating leaders, world-changing thinkers and boundary pushers gathered together in a 
setting designed to inspire, motivate, educate and challenge you to step outside your mental and physical 
comfort zones as you prepare to make your foot print in life.

For more information about the Summit & Judgment Day
Victory Road Leadership Development Group

P.O. Box 432
Lincroft, NJ 07738

732-927-1581 
visit www.myvictoryroad.com
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